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All Campus "Dad's Day' Affair Urschel Property Purchased
Sponsored By ATO Saturday For Use As Women's Dorms

The third annual "Dud's Day,"
an all-campus affair sponsored by
the Alpha Tau Omega fraternity,
will be held this Saturday.
During half-time ceremonies of
thte Bowling Green-Eastern Kentucky football game, the fraternity
will present the "Football Dad of
1949" with a trophy inscribed to
that extent. The marching band
will also pay tribute to the man
chosen by members of the football
team.
A breakfast at the Commons at
10:30 for the football team and
their dads is also scheduled by
ATO.
ATO's will honor their own dads
with a banquet at the Mid-Way at
6 Saturday evening.
Don Stevenson and Walter
Natchigall are co-chairmen of the
festivities, assisted by John MacMillan and Ray Rennebaum.
Following is a letter from President Prout regarding Dad's Day:
"Back in some 4000 homes , in
practically all of the states of our
country, are fathers and mothers,
represented on this campus by a
son or daughter. Often at considerable sacrifice, the college education is made available by this Dad
or Mother.
"Over the years we have had
very interesting end worthwhile
Mothers' Day*. Dad has been neglected. This has not been intentional—just an oversight.
It is
being corected in the program
which is now being sponsored by
' the Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity,
establishing Dad's Day on this
casapus on the 19th of this month.
"1 am happy to lend complete
support to this program. It would
be a great day for this campus if
hundreds of fathers come to Bowling Green to enjoy the football
game and the festivities of Dad's
Day. I urge our students and our
faculty to join in extending a
rousing welcome to the dear old
dads back at home."

Spongier Gives
Recital Sunday
Compositions from three musical
periods will be featured at the
piano recital being given by Prof.
Harry Spangler in the Main Aud.
Sunday evening at 8:16.
The Baroque, Classic, and Romantic periods have contributed
the selections to be played by Professor Spangler. Included in this
program which is sponsored by the

HARRY SPANGLER
music department as part of the
Faculty Concert Series are "Chromatic Fantasia and Fugue" by
Bach, and Lint's "Forest Murmurs."
A group by Chopin, Beetkoren's
"Sonets Or. 57," susd works of
Mendelssohn and Saint-S»cni are
also included on the nine-selection
program which is open to the public.
This is the third Bowling Green
concert for Professor Spangler.
He has also performed in important music centers throughout the
U. S.
In addition to having written
articles on music for such magazines as "Music Journal,'* "Music
Education Journal" and "The Journal of Experimental Psychology,"
he has contributed papers on that
subject at various conventions.
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Pi Theta's Become
DU's Here Saturday
Scholarship Cup

■v* .jji

Presented To
Gamma Phi Beta

Photo by Nile UndquUI
SHOWN ABOVE are the two new dorms that will be occupied by
Beta Sigma and MIS. These two dorms will be fialshed within the
neat two months.

New Dorms Given
To Beta Sis and MIS
Beta Sigma anil Men's Independent Society will move into the
new dormitories* now near inn completion in the area between the
Commons and fraternity row. It
is expected that the dorm nearest
fraternity row will be completed
first but it in not yet do (.finite as
to which organization will move
into this building.
Plant have been mad* for four
more identical dormitories of this
type to be built in the future in
the iimi area. When completed a
square will be formed similar to
the oval of fraternity row.
Dr. Prout stated that a $650,000
200-bed dormitory to be located
east of the Fine Arts Bid*, will
probably be constructed before
the other four buildings.
The
building of these dorms is necessary«i>ecause the frame dorms on
campus are not permanent.
The University President stated
that within ten years he hopes that
the entire area in that vicinity of
the campus can be built up.

Prom Chairman
Chosen By Senate
Appointment of Marion Hamp
ton, Shatzel and Williams Halls, as
Chairman of the University-Anniversity Prom was made this week
by Senate President James Gallaway.
Senator Hampton will appoint
other committee heads after reading a report left by retiring chair
man Robert Mudgett. Details as
to date and band will be reported
later.
Other business at Senate meetins. Monday night along with that
dealing with the preferential ballot
end alleged discrimination against
minority groups concerned the establishment of a suggestion box ii
the Well where signed complaints
are to be placed for action by Sen
ate's Suggestion Committee.
See SENATE Page 2

Pre-Med Honorary
Plans Installation
Alpha Epsilon Delta, national
pre-medical honor society, will be
established on campus this Saturday. Twenty-two members of the
Pre-med Club and 11 honorary
members will be initiated.
Dr. H. Setterfleld, national president of Alpha Epsilon Delta and
Dr. M. Moore, national secretary,
will be featured speakers and principle members of the initatory
group.
Members of the Pre-med Club
being initiated are: Jack Warner,
Richard Soderberg, Kenneth Ziegenbusch, Ivan Stearns, Anthony
Santomnure, Richard Zbornik,
Tom Raskin, Albert Coh,' Jack
Morimitsu, Rogane Fischer, Francis Avalon.
Robert Lanrer, V. William Wagner, Jack Katon, Gerda Ruedele,
Robert Osder, Frank Lyon, Betty
Bucher, and Joan Lanthier.
There are three men who are
attending other schools at the present time, but will also be initiated.
They are: Charles Dudgeon, Bill
Mote, and Bob Hughes.
Those honorary members being
initiated are: Dr. F. Meserve,
sponsor, Dr. F. J. Front, Dean A.
B. Conklin, Dr. D. Bowman, Dr. H.
Whitacre, Dr. R. L Hutchison,
Dr. W. E. Steidtmann, Dr. E. E.
Dickermen, Dr. R. A. Peatee, Dr.
W. S. Rothe, aad Dr. S. J. Smith.

DR H.SETTERFIELD

ODK Corrects
Point Notice
Listed In last week's issue of the
Bee Gee News were campus organizations which contribute points
for Omicron Delta Kappa, senior
men's honorary organisation. Inadvertently, the story listed "Business Education Honorary" instead
of the Business Administration
Honorary. Omitted was the
change giving Alpha Pi Omega
presidency eight instead of five
points.

Gamma 1'hi Beta walked off
with both sorority scholarship
awards based on standings of the
second semester 11148-49 which
were presented at the all-sorority
Pan-hellcnic meeting last night in
tho Gate Theatre.
With an average of 2.90798, the
Gemma Phi's for the second
streight time received the Esther
Russell scholarship trophy, presented each semester by Delta
Gamma sorority.
Evalee Smith,
DC scholarship chairman, made
the presentation.
The GammR Phi's pledge average of 2.85358 won them the rotating Alpha Chi Omega scholarship plaque, presented by Pat
Winn, AChiO scholarship chairman.
Miss E. Eloise Whitwer, assistant professor of biology, addressed
the meeting on the importance of
scholarship. She was introduced
by Mrs. Jesse J. Currier, acting
dean of women.
Tho scholastic standings for the
sororities were:
Kappa Delta, 2,83036: Theta
Phi, 2.80331; Delta Gamma,
2.77986; Alpha Gamma Delta,
2.76117; Phi Mu, 2.73907; Alpha
Phi, 2.71723; Sigma Rho Tau,
2.60804; Alpha Chi Omega,
2.59548; Chi Omega, 2.54605; and
Alpha XI Delta, 2.43942. The allsorority average was 2.70718.
The pledge averages were:
Phi Mu, 2.78600; Kappa Delta,
2.74836; Alpha Phi, 2.69102;
Delta Gamma, 2.68695; Theta Phi,
2.63297; Alpha Gamma Delta,
2.62301; Chi Omega, 2.54954) Sigma Rho Tau, -2.52662; Alpha Chi
Omega, 2.47004; and Alpha Xi
Delta, 2.17647.

Ballot Studied
By Committee
Criticisms of the present system
of preferential balloting in use on
campus were aired Monday night
at the Student Senate meeting and
a committee appointed to meet with
the chairman of the Elections Committee. Dr. Charles Barrel], chairman of the political science department, quoted excerpts from his
letter to the editor. He said that
he was "not necessarily a champion
of the preferential ballot (in use
at Bowling Green since a special
amendment was made to the Constitution three years ago) but was
merely explaining the system."
Dr. Barrell then mentioned that
three alternatives were possible.
First, the two party system which
might evolve if tho old ballot was
returned; second, the multi-party
system with plurality electing candidates, and, third, the present
method—multi-party with preferential ballot. Evils of each system
were carefully explained by Dr.
Barrell, Dr. Edward Claflin and
Dale McOmber, all of the political
science department, and Steve
Knhn, president of the political
science honorary. la an effort to
explain the workings of the preferential system Mr. Kuhn described a model election.
Disagreement seemed to center
around the necessity of voting for
more candidates than are known to
the voters; the voting for preferred candidates and then putting
strong contenders in last place on
the ballot, and the "just plain complicated system."
Present chairman of the Elections Committee, Don Harriet
See PREFERENTIAL Pago 2

Pi Theta, local fraternity, will
be installed as a member of Delta
Upsilon at 10 a.m. Saturday, becoming the tenth and oldest national fraternity represented at
the university.
The activities, which will be attended by national officers of Delta
Upsilon, will begin Friday night
with an informal fish supper for
early arrivals.
A breakfast Saturday morning
will precede the formnl installation.
The formel burial of Pi Theta
will take piece in ceremonies shortly before the Eastern Kentucky
game Saturday, to be followed in
the evening by a closed formal installation dance.
A reception Sunday afternoon
will be held for the members.

Eighty To Stay
In Two Buildings
Pros. Frank J. Prout nnnounced
Monday that the University has
purchased the E. H. Urschel property south of Cloujrh St. This area
includes a four room brick apartment house and u .urge brick
homo located on five acres of
ground which takes in the pond
beside tho Windmill.
Both of that* buildings will be
used for women's dormitories.. It
ii believed that approximately 80
women can be housed in these two
buildings. Dr. Prout stated that
he hoped that the apartment house
could be used at an honorary dorm
for senior women based on outstanding achievement especially in
scholarship.
Approval of the purchase of
those two residences is still in the
hunds of the attorney general and
board of control of the state.

Year's Second Play
Will Open Tonight
Senate Hears
Inquiry Results
Results of an investigation by
Senator Stewart Woolpert of alleged discrimination in Bowling
Green barber shops were made
public at Student Senate meeting
Monday night. It is definitely ascertained that local barbers refuse
to cut the hair of Negro students,
he said. Main reason for this action as stated by the president of
the Barber's Union, Melvin Munn,
was that the town trade would refuse to deal in any shop which
catered to these students.
As a result of a compilation and
report by David Mutthews, Physical Education instructor, and the
statement of Mr. Munn the information and petition will be submitted by Senate to Dr. Frank J.
Prout for further action.
Several solutions were offered
by the barbers—one was having
a barber meet the students at a
special place and cut their hair.
Mr. Munn answered this by stating that he had made the trip to
North Dorm with only one customer present netting him 20 cents
after deduction for taxi fare.
Other recommendations were the
opening of a shop on campus said
to be planned for the new Student
Union; the importation of a Negro
barber from Toledo if one would
come; or having one student cut
the hair of others. Mr. Munn also
stated that local barbers were not
trained to clip the hair of Negroes
and that it took special instruments.

KEY To Present
Building Theme
The theme of the I960 KEY U
the comparison of the academic
progress of college life and the
growth of the University's physical
plant, said Alan Rosenberg, editor.
Initial pages of the book portray
the life and activities of the freshman class as correlated with the
foundation of the Fine Arts Bldg.
Following this sequence, the
sophomores and juniors are pictured at intermediate stages of the
building. Finally, the theme unfolds with the completed Fine Arts
Bldg. and the seniors.
Highlight of the book is a 2-page,
4-color picture of an artist's conception of the buiding.
The KEY will consist of 328
pages, which is 10 per cent larger
than last year's book.

"Pursuit of Huppiness," starring
Jean MacGlathery and Stan Fisk,
i.s scheduled to open at the Main
Aud. tonight.
It will run for
four days. The play is directed by
Prof. Harold Obee.
The story deals with the intolerance and narrowmindedness in social, religious, and political views
of the Revolutionary War period.
A young Hessian soldier, righting
for the British, is captured by the
Americans and begs to remain in

Photo by Carl Undqulst
JEAN MacG L A T H E R Y and
Stan Fisk portray the leading roles
in "The Pursuit of Heppiacas"
which opens tonight in the Gate
Theatre.
this country and become a. citizen.
While he is here, he falls in love
with the daughter of the Captain
of the Connecticut Militia. The
church violently opposes their romance, and refuses to have anything to do with the marriage of
the two, but finally breaks down
and performs the ceremony.
The supporting roles in the play
will be done by Donald Dickson,
Pat Ledford, Art Moore, Kenneth
Shoemaker, Helen Krietier, Donald Miller, and Gary Wilson.
Tickets will go on sale Nov. 9,
at the Gate Theatre. Hoars at the
theatre will be from 9-1-2 a.m. and
1-4 p.m. and in the Main Aud.,
ticket office at 7:30 p.m. until 9
p.m. on the evenings of the performances.

Student Directory

On 8aie Mow
The Student Directory, entitled
"Friends at Your Fingertips." will
be sold beginning today in houses,
eating places, and in the Well.
The price is 30 cents.
Dwanda Schad is chairman in
charge of sales. Editor of the directory is Bob Stewart, with Mrs.
Russell Baird, Duane Zumbrunn,
Jerry .Henderson, and Steve Kuhn
assisting.
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KAMPU5 WOPP

* BRUSH BLUSH'

letter At* ZUecUoe . . .
That letters to the editor are an effective way for students
or faculty to qet action when It Is needed was proven by the action taken last week by administration In putting Iron pipes over
the windows on the landings In the Ad. Bldg.
This action came after a letter from David Pedersen was
printed In the NEWS last week pointing out the danger of the unguarded windows. Sometimes many such dangerous situations
go unnoticed until a life Is lost.
Despite the attempted humor of a staff member at the end
of the letter, Mr. Pedersen Is to be thanked for observing this
danger and saying something about it.

&*4Hf 1/ou* jbdd . . .
Saturday Is the day for Dad.

This is a chance for the man

who pays the bills to come to the University and be shown
around by his son or daughter. This is a chance for Dad to sit
down and watch a football game and maybe see his son score
the winning marker for the Orange and Brown.
Dad's Day should be on* of the biggest days of the fall.
Every student should make a strong effort to have his Dad come
to Bowling Green for the day. Every organisation should do its
utmost to plan a worthwhile program to entertain Dad.
Alpha Tau Omega Is doing a commendable job In sponsoring Dad's Day although the advance pulicity failed to make
the NEWS last week. Dad's Day at BG hasn't been too big in
the past. We sincerely hope that everyone will cooperate with
the ATO's In making this Dad's Day a day that Dad will remember.
■

From The
Docket. ..

Richard Whcatley wan acquitted
by Student Court last week of
parking in the hospital and Shatzcl
Hall driveway. Due to illness, his
case was considered an emergency.
Found guilty of the charge of
parking in the assigned area of the
mail truck, Jack Mercer waa fined
$1. Mr. Herce.' based his not guilty pica on tho assumption there
waa still room for the assigned vehicle and the person on the other
side of him crowded him over into
the assigned space.
The court called attention to the
fact that parking within the yellow
lines is a traffic regulation and the
violation of it leads to the inconvenience of other drivers.
PREFERENTIAL
mentioned that last year the student! voted for up to 10 candidates or for all under five (when
five only are on the ballot).
Primary among defenders of the
present Bystem was Nelson Williams, gradute assistant in political science and a former editor of
the Bee Gee News. Mr. Williams
was a member of the Senate committee which recommended the preferential ballot in 1946. He said
that the method now In use is not
n true picture of the ono originally Intended. In 1046, he ex-

3 One-Acts Presented
By Workshop Players
"The V a li a n t," "A Woman's
Privilege," and "Alexander Proposes" were presented by the
Workshop Players Wednesday and
Thursday evenings at tho Gate
Theater.
"The Valiant," directed by Paul
Finucan, who was assisted by June
Pollinger, was the contrasting element among otherwise light entertainment.
The curtain raiser, "A" Woman's
Privilege," directed by Phyllis
Wolf, who was assisted by Charles
IteJeck, had Joyce Atkinson and
Alan Nichols as tho constantly
bickering couple, Isabellc and
Henry Millikan.

Two Bee Gee Artists
Plan Toledo Display

World Destiny In U.S. Hands, Says Ely;
Laughton Presents One-Man Readings
by JOHN DURNIAK
"Today the destiny of the world
lies in the hands of the United
States but we must move quickly
because the time is short," Ely Culbertson, international affairs analyst, warned an audience in which
gray and balding heads outnumbered youthful hair lines at the
Men's Gym Thursday night.
Speaking on "The Atlantic Pact
Versus Russia," Mr. Culbertson
celled the pact "a half-step in line
with our present half-way foreign
policy," which is giving Russia
"time to build her atomic stock
pile."
Is war near! Mr. Culbertson
gave Russia from two to three
yearn to equal the United States
atomic bomb supply and visioned
war with uncertain victory to be a
few years away if "veto power remains in the United Nations," and
"the people of this country remain
apathetic towards world affairs."
The first step to permanent
world peace, Mr. Culbertson stated, is to initiate the ABC plam
A—Abolish the U.N. veto) B—Ban
the armament race and adopt the
Baruch plan) and
world police force.

C—Create

a

In an afternoon interview with
Bee Gee News reporters and Press
Club members, Mr. Culbertson
commented, "Since Btudents do not
have time to act their parts as citizens, they should work on their
mothers and fathers and get them
to assume an active role in present
affairs."

Margaret K. Hodden and Kca
McCain, both of Bowling Green,
have notified officials of the Toledo Museum of Art thut they will
submit work in the .'12nd annual
Toledo Areu Artists Exhibition
which will be held'in the Museum
This column will h«r«a|1»r contain announcsmsnli alfocting th* ■ludstnt body.
Feb. 6 through Feb. 26.

Official

iment

plained, the committee did not intend that voters list all the candidates on a ballot but vote for only
"their preference."
Further reports will bo made
at the next weekly meeting of
Senate by cnmmittocvmembcrs Allen Terbeek and Jack Taylor after
a conference with Mr. Ilerrit.

Off-campui student! deiiring rooms on campus for the
second semester will report to
the Office of tho Dean of Students, on Wednesday, Thursday, end Friday, Nov. 16, 17.

and 18.
Girls now living in Williams Hall who desire to make
reservations on eampus for
the second semester term, will
call at the office of the Dean
of Students on Monday, Tuesdey, Wednesday, Nov. 21, 22,
and 23.
Girls now living in Shatael
Hall who desire to make reservations on campus for the
second semester term, will
cell at the office of the Dean
of Students on Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, Nov. 28,
29, and 30.

•

•

*

This is the second announcement concerning the
petition submitted to Student
Senate asking for off-campus
representation. A special
election will be held two
weeks from today on the
amendment.

•

•

•

Orders for announcement,
for February graduates will
be taken tomorrow afternoon
In the Well from 12:30 to
3:30 p.m.

...
Juniors and seniors deairing information about study at Western
Reserve University professional
and graduate schools may make
appointments in the College of
Liberal Arts office to see Dr. Haden
E. Boswell, representative of that
university, tomorrow.

Dorms Plan Party

ANN BARBOUR, center, received the gold loving cup when she
was presented at the Sweetheart of Sigma Chi at their annual Sweetheart formal Saturday Bight in the Women's Bldg. Her attendant,
were Nina Lee Miller, left, and Mary Leu Gr.er. The local chapter
will enter Mi.. Barbeur In the national Sweetheart of Sigma Chi contest. Jehnny Desmond, nationally known singer, chose Miss Barbour
for the local honor from photographs .ubmitted by the BC chapter.

Two of Bee Gee's biggest housing units are starting a new trend
in social entertaining. North
Dorm sad Shatiel Hall have reserved the East wing of the Commons on Friday night, Nov. 18,
from 9 until 12.
They have
planned a "get acquainted" party
for all their residents. There is to
be dancing, refreshments, cards,
and entertainment. The residents
of both dorms are urged to attend
"stag."

Letters To
The Editor . ..
In accord with the policy of ihl. paper,
opinion. .xpt....d In l.lt.r. to th. editor ar._ not necessarily tho.. of th. BEE
GEE NEWS.
Thl. letter was Bel In I pt. lyp. bocau..
of Us great l.nqth and our dour, to print
It la Its .ntlr.tr.
Editor
Dear Sir:
In view of tho publicity qiven mo in tho
NEWS of Nov. 9, I .hould like to Ml the
record .tralgjit. One can be harmed by
havlnq hi. attitude ml.repre..nled.
One day last week. a. I wa. on the
point of leaving Ih. office lor a cla... ono
of your reporter, appeared and .aid .he
had to do an article on preferential volinq
and would appreciate some Information
about II. Nothlnq wa. .aid about my beInq Interviewed In regard to 11. If any
oral statement of mine wa. written down
and put In quote., 1 wa. not informed of
Ihl. fact or given an opportunity to check
an alleged quotation.
The outcome, of course, wa. a signed
article on the prelerentlal ballot In which
I wa. quoted a. eaylnq, "The object In our
election. I. to qel a majority vote for the
candidate, and .till be fair to the voter."
The statement that Ihe object of preferen
tial voting Is to eecure a majority I. certainly my analysis. The expression "fair
to the voter" I do nol recall. In thl. context It doe. not distort my view.
So, Mr. Editor, my chief quarrel Is with
you. As to Ihe reporter, my only trrllatlon is over^ehe unprofessional uso of a
name without permission and of quotes
without checking (a practice which carries the potentiality of unfairness]. But the
worst oflenae 1. your.. In the editorial,
"We Wonder? ?" you cite only the Irrelevant .tatement, which I don't recall making, that "Ihe object of the system Is '10 be
fair to Ihe voter'," Such a statement,
landing alone, Is Inane. Mosl .y.lem. ol
voting claim lo be fair. If one can be no
more specific than that on preferential
voting, he can throw no liqhl. I am more
•pecific and so was misrepresented.
The purpose of preferential volinq is to
eecure a mafortly where otherwise there
would be none. It was no doubt adopted
oriqlnally in order lo avoid Ihe eleclion of
a student to an ofllce who has only a few
more votes lhan the nearest ol many rivals
and nothing close to a majority (one more
lhan half the voles cast).
The reaeon why the uee of preferential
voting make, more ..nee on our campus
than in the .late or nation i. that we do
not have, a. doe. the country and some
blq unlvereltle., a two-party system. Under a two-party system, or a system of two
great "combine, as they are called in
some universities, candidate, elected generally eecure a majority of the vote, ca.t,
since there are seldom more than two candldatee for each ofllce, and seldom are
there tie votes.
Perhaps you want to take a chance on
the many qroupe that participate In our
election, amalqamatlnq Into two great
combine, and thu. establishing a twoparty system wherein majorities or large
pluralities will prevail. Once a winning
combine is constructed, the opposition will
tend to be concentrated In one other combine. Otherwise, If preferential voting is
abolished and a two-parly system doe.
not develop, the victory of a candidate by
one or two votes in a field of eight candl*
date, will provoke criticism ana be grist
for the mills of future reformist editors of
the BEE GEE NEWS. And so we would
move In a circle, returning, perhaps, to
the preferenual ballot.
These are the three alternatives we
face—the two-party system wllh Ihe Winer gelling a majority or large plurality,
the mulll-party system with the victor
winning by a small plurality, or a mulllparty system with preferential voting (our
present system). The latter guarantee,
(except In the case of a tie) a final majority for the winning candidate through
the elimination, which ultimately produce
a contest between the two survivor..
I have no brief for any of the., alternatives. It is up to the student.. My function as faculty advisor on the eleclion.
committee is .imply to make clear what
our alternative, are.
Your editorial
makes me appear as a champion of the
preferential ballot who want, to force It
upon the student, and who give, very
poor reasons for his preference of the
preferential ("fair to the voter." etc.) The
above remark, show, I hope, that my peelUon is not that naive.
This explanation lo lengthy but In fairness to me and in behalf of
better un
derstandtng of our choice. 1 hope you
will publish all of It.
Incidentally, what construction do you
put upon No. VL of the statement on new
BEE GEE NEWS policy, reported in your
issue of Od 26. 1949. It says In part that
"all editorial subject, .hall be thoroughly
investigated and when Individual, are In*
volved they shall be contacted about the
sublect before the editorial 1. written."
I never heard a "peep" out of you.
Sincerely.
Charlee Barren
Chr. Political Science Dept

Desr Editor,
This evening I walked into the
Nest and as I saw that there was
a very good musical program on
the television set, I sat down to
enjoy it. There were many students watching the program, listening attentively, and from all appearances enjoying it very much.
One of the employees in the Nest
turned down the sound BO that I
could barely hear it, although I

by HANK BUSSEY
Charles Laughton, one of the nation's finest actors of stage and
screen, used the memorable
"Gettysburg Address" as hia final
encore Sunday evening after pre
senting a program of readings
from the great literature of all
times.
It was the Gettysburg Address
which Laughton injected new popularity after its recital by him in
the movie, "Ruggles of Red Gap."
The works included in LaughIon's "one-man program" included
Dickens' "Pickwick Papers," the
Bible, Thomas Wolfe's "Time and
Ihe River," Aesop's Fables, Jamas
Thurber and olhere.
Earlier in the day, Laughton
spoke to a Bee Gee News representative, declaring that "Most good
actors are that because of an inferiority complex."
He said that his obesity when
young caused him to turn to the
stage as an outlet for hie ego and
he wae certain that other actors
became tops in their profession
from similar conditions.
The actor, known as Hollywood's
leading exponent of Shakespeare,
met with speech and English honoraries in the afternoon, reading excerpts from the Bard's plays and
directing members of last year's
Hamlet" cast in handling Shakespearean roles.
A capacity crowd filled the Metis'
Gym in the evening for his reading
program which Mr. Laughton is
presenting on his first cross-country tour.

Greyhound Schedule
Changes Nov. 22
Changes in Greyhound bus runs
out of Bowling Green will take
affect on Nov. 22, local agents
have announced. Students are advised to contact tho local bus officials early if they plan to go by
bus
on
Thanksgiving
vacation
trips.

SENATE
A proposed meeting with the
trustees of the University was delayed as a result of one trustee's
illness and another's absence on a
trip. Alpha Phi Omega, national
service fraternity, requested that
Senate authorise the coat checking at dances Friday and Saturday
nights. Their request was tabled
until next week when members of
the organisation will be asked to
consult with Senate. The service
fraternity puts all donations received into s scholarship fund.
Any campus group wishing to
convert the Rec Hall into a dance
hall and coke bar may apply
through Senate. Arrangements
must be made for use of the hall
for all-campus functions only.
This move is a result of Senator
Bill Bishop's suggestion that the
Rec Hall be converted for this use.
Dr. Prout's approval was forthcoming early in the week.
Smoke difficulties in the Falcon's
Nest were discussed end Mr. Bisnop said that conversion of the Rec
Hall might help the situation. Installation of a blower is not feas,ible, according to Dr. Prout, because of the resultant
noise.
Blowers installed in eome sorority
houses received criticisms along
that line, added a spectator.

waa sitting right in front of the
set. A protest went up and one
student turned the sound up slightly.
It wss Immediately turned
down again by the .employee very
low.
I am hoping that through this
letter some action will be taken by
the University to improve the conditions under which the students
see television.
It would be fine to move the
television set into the Student
Room where it' would not have to
compete with laughter, talk, and
a juke box. I am sure this action
would be greatly appreciated by
all.
Sincerely yours,
Isabel Mann

Road It And
Sloop . .
by BILL DAY
The fatal shooting of Jack McKeown, 21 year-old managing editor of the Ohio State Lantern,
has touched off an investigation of
drinking in fraternity houses by
administrative officials at the buckeye school. This
is the same
thing that al- ways happens
after a hotel
burns down and
a hundred lives
or more are lost.
There is always
an investigation
of the fire laws
and an attempt
to find out why
they wern't
Bill Day
obeyed — after
it is too late to do any good.
Besides being bad publicity for
Ohio State this tragic incident
adds another black mark to the
name of greek organisations. It
is unfortunate this had to happen
in connection with a fraternity.
The average newspaper reader,
having only a second-hand know,
ledge of fraternities, will undoubtedly remark that those wild fraternity boys are at it again. This
type of remark will probably come
also from people whom are supposedly more educated than the
average newepaper reader.
MR. LAUCHTON'S PROGRAM
It is apparent that many students and faculty members were
not too impressed by the program presented Sunday night by
Charles Laughton.
One rather
popular opinion was that Mr.
Laughton's readings were too long
and became boring. This came.as
surprise to this columnist who
was well-pleased with the actor's
entire presentation.
Maybe a similar type of situation caused a prominent European
thor recently to remark that,
"Americans seem to become bored
whenever they must concentrate
for longer than 10 minutes on any
one thing."
A TEN CENT CUP OF COFFEE
We have been assured by people
who are supposed to know thst
coffee is not a scarce item. No
matter if it is scarce or not, the
University Club is still the only
place we have heard of where you
can get a cup of coffee for a dime.
High overhead?
THE GREAT BIG WORLD
A BG coed doing her practice
teaching asked one of her pupils
in a downtown grade school what
composed the world. The young
scholar replied, "The world is
made up of 65 nstions all spending our money."

Feb. Date Set For
Catalog Distribution
The distribution of the 1960-61
Catalog will begin Feb. 16, 1950,
according to an announcement
made by Robert O. Jaynea, catalog editor.
Students attending BGSU may
pick up their catalogs on that date.
Catalogs will be mailed to people not attending here now, but
who have filed application and
have requested one.
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Foolosophizing
by CHUCK ALBURY (honest)
"Joal"
The hulk moving towa*d me exploded > greeting (unprintable
hen).
"Han, I haven't seen you since
you got the boot at State and we
had an all night (arewell party
before your train."
"What a night," Joe agreed.
"Well, what «r» you doing for
• living, tolling the numbers?"
"Bolter than thai, liltlo old Joo
is a college professor."
"You? How can you be a prof
when you got the-ax once?"
"True, my friend," he replied,
"but one day I saw the error of my
way:-. Step over to this newstand
and I'll let you in on the secret of
my success."
Joo plucked a paper off the
counter and drew mo back from
the sidewalk's current. Ignoring
the front pages ho turned to the
intido and road: "Size has no connection with grade of apples. Top
quality apples may bo small, medium, or large."
At the end of another column
he found this choice tidbit. "Plywood has been used in piano manufacture since 1830, when it was
first used for tuning pin blanks to
prevent pins from slipping."
"Utterly fascinating," I murmured, "but what has this to do
with you teaching school?"
"Elementary, my dear boy.
While working at a defense plant
during the recent war I purchased
a morning paper for my ride to the
job and had an afternoon edition
for my return trip. Gradually I
fell into the habit of reading these
one paragraph lessons that All in
the ends of columns and it wasn't

Key Schedules
Group Pictures
The following group pictures
for the Key wil be taken Thursday
evening. Nov. 17, in the Lab
School Gym.
1:41 Christian Science Club
7:00 Emerson Literary Society
'■12 Comlt Club
_7:J« Kin* and Pistol Club
7:M Industrial Arts CluH
7:41 International Relations Club
1:00 Physical Education Club
111! Pr. law Club
1:24 Studsnl Busmen Association
1:36 Pre -Engineering Club
1:41 Unitarian Fellow.hip
1:00 Spanish Club
1:12 Sigma Psi Omega
1:24 Delta Phi (eta
BAND
A Reserve Officers Training
Corps murching band has recently
been organized to perform at parades, inspections, and military
functions of the Bowling Green
State University ROTC.

G & M DRUG

Hand Tailored Suits
from $55
Extra Pants $5.00

ClftZEL
BARGAIN HOURS
saves you
MONEY!

186 S. Main

Our aim is to please
with fine Pastries,
Bread, Rolls, Cakes

25c

Large Ipana Tooth

"The Bakery That Bakei
To Sell Again"

47c

A Full Line of Wilson

50c Tooth Brush . 39c

Sporting

Mon., Tue., Wed., Fit'
6:15-6:16

Thurs., Sat.
. 1:16-6:00

Sunday

Phone 6471

15c Bar Castile

Paste

Goods

in

stock to fit your needs

Ball-point Pens,
Tri-Color .... $1
(Writes Red, Blue, Green)
e

1:15-2:16

Fri., Sat.

Nov. 18-19

Christmas Cards

Co.

With Margaret O'Brien and
Herbert Marshal

35c to 97c per box

181 S. Main St.

Also Roy Rogers

In Trueolor

*<ffm

*

AOOH

Harley's Hay rides

Dr. R. L. Hutchinson

Fraternities, Sororities, Clubs, etc.
Reservations on Friday and Saturday.
Inquire Harley J. Ireland

OPTOMETRIST
102 S. Main

C/otkes STILL make

tke man

WiudU"

FOR SALE: Diamond engagement
ring; one carat, platinum setting, never
worn. Ideal Christmas gift. Easy Installments, foe Barrows, Delta Tau Delta.

Phone 12771

Bowling Green, Ohio

CHURCH

Hours: 9-12 a.m., 1-5 p.m.
Evening* by Ap/Hiintmcnt

BRIM ROAD

SHOE

HOUSE OF
FLOWERS

FOR THAT

CORSAGES

SNACK

FLOWER GIFTS

INSIST ON

Goebel Supply

Complete line of

'Secret Garden'
"Down
Darotaway"

•

ship drive. Prospective members
must either be majors or minors
in psychology and must have completed at least nine hours of "It" by NANCY NOON
in psychology. In addition the individual must now be enrolled in ELY. ELY. WHY HAVE THEY FORSAKEN YOU?
three or more hours of psychology.
The approximately 200 students who attended Ely CulbertDELTA PHI DELTA
son's lecture Thursday evening could have blushed a tew blushDelta Phi Delta, national art es for their 4,400 classmates who were extremely absent.
Faculty and townspeople numbered close to 500. It's a littl.
honorary, will meet Monday night,
Nov. 21, at 7 in the gallery of the embarrassing when students form the minority In a college audiFine Arts Bldg. Dr. Phillip Wigg ence. Remember, faculty member, don't hare the privilege of
will speak on "The Etching Prog- attending Artist Series programs with a nickle and an Ac card.
ress."
Those who heard the World Federalist were startled when
his "alarm watch" rang at 10 of 10 to remind him to start drawing
SQUARE DANCE CLUB
his speech to a close.
Tho Promenader's Square Dam-.'
COMTE CLUB
Culbertson Remark Worth Remembering: "The United States
Club will meet at 7 p.m. ThursComte Club will meet tonight day in the Lab School Gym. There Is rapidly becoming the nation of "Let-George-do-lt."
in S00MG at 7. Mr. Homer Evans, will be square dancing and a short BEWAREI
Wood County Welfare Commission- business meeting.
A tombtoned announcer on the "good will station" recently
er, will speak on "Welfare Agendelivered this somber warning: "Young Peoplel Drive Carefulcies." KEY pictures will be taken HOME ECONOMICS CLUB
Thursday, Nov. IT in the Lab
The Home Economics Club held lyl Do not kill yourself at the wheel of a carl Save yourself for
School gym.
its monthly meeting in Studio B, bigger and better things!"
Wednesday evening, Nov. 9. Il- HOW ABOUT MORE BALLET?
ASSOCIATION FOR
lustrated talks on their vocations
J. Arthur Rank's production of "Red Shoes" led to a considCHILDHOOD EDUCATION
were given by Mrs. Carl Marlow eration of why the movies have not been used more extensively
All elementary education majors and Miss Eleanor Peterson.
as a medium for ballet. The movie ballet version of Hans Chrisare urged to attend the monthly
Mrs. Marlow, a graduate of the
meeting of the Association for Home Economics Department, was tian Anderson's fairy tale of the red shoes was breathtaking.
Childhood Education at the PA president of the club when she was Why don't they film some ballets of the regular American or forAud. tonight at 7. National Book a student and is now employed by eign companies for movie shorts or full-length features? With
week will be recognized at this tho Toledo Board of Education as technicolor they would make some mighty purty watching.
meeting by the reading of reports
Supervisor of School Lunchrooms. NO LONGER FOOT LOOSE
from recent books.
Pinning* have taken some more people off the "fancy free"
INTERNATIONAL
list. Among the latest are Bob Wall and Pat O'ConnelL John
MEN'S PHYSICAL
RELATIONS
CLUB
Monetta and Bea Brlnkmcm, Vic Stefan and Jean Carabet of AlEDUCATION CLUB
The Tri-Statc Model United Na- liance, and Dave Laurenzi and Shirley Klovor.
Men's Physical Education Club
tions assembly will meet Nov. 19
Add to these, Bob Barbour and his Cleveland gal and grads
will meet tonight at 7:30 in the on the Bee Gee campus. The asWomen's Bldg. Officers will be sembly is sponsored by the Inter- lean Rudolph and Don Kuhlman.
elected from the freshman, sopho- national Relations Club, announced WHEEEI A POSY!
more, and junior classes. Films Pros. George R. Pokorny.
Here's a bright spot of the Homecoming Queen election.
will be shown and refreshments
The assembly is meeting at that Mary Jane MacDougall, in the course of her campaign, had ocserved after tho meeting.
Any
physical education major interest- time to make plans for the Annual casion to enter the Nest. Regally throwing chrysanthemums
ed in joining the club is invited to UN Convention to be held in the right and left, she made a lucky shot and one fortunate fellow
spring. Delegates from Anderson found a flower atop his potatoes and gravy. Wonder who he
attend the meeting.
College, St. Marys College, Wayne voted for?
SIGMA TAU DELTA
University, Hiram College and
Sigma Tau Delta, national Eng- Hillsdalo College will attend.
CLASSIFIED ADS
DANCE CLUB
lish honorary will meet tonight at LSA
7 at Dr. McCain's home. Writings
Classified
ads are accepted In the BEE
The Mcn'H Modern Danes Club,
Thanksgiving program of the
GEE NEWS office (315A) Irom 1:30-2:30
of the group will be discussed.
Lutheran Student Association will it relatively new organization on Wednesday a and Fridays. Ads can be
PSI CHI
only during those hours. Minibe Sunday at 7 p.m. in the Luth- campus, is now meeting on Mon- acceptod
mum charge Is 25 cents, payable In adPsi Chi, National Honorary in eran Church basement, South Enday night nt 7 in the Women's vance.
Psychology, now has on a member- terprise St.
Gym.
TYPING DONE for students. Vary reasonable rates. Inquire at 620 North Main.

The Sailing Club will meet
Thursday, Nov. IT at 7 p.m. in
room 101A, to plan for winter
sailing and the building of ice
boat*.
These boats, built by members
of the club, will sail the Maumee
River when it is frozen.
Instructions in sailing will be
given to members every Thursday
evening by the Club's instructor,
Barny McArdle.
Students interested in joining
the Club are invited to attend the
next meeting. '

Randalls Bakery

85c Noxzema . . . 59c
Soap, 2 for

W«dn..dcry, Novambar 16. 1949

SAILING CLUB

long before the knowledge paid off.
"If someone at a party casually
mentioned the Modjtoranoan, I
just as casually roolod off the dimensions, volume, chief seaports,
and salt percentage of that body
of water. When a lull developed
in the conversation, I could start it
up again by remarking that the
Quattara Depression of Egypt is
440 ft. below sea level.
"Well, when peace came and my
job terminated I went back to college, took a social science course in
Education and completed three
years work in one. Today I am
the head of the history department."
"No kidding, Joe. And all because of those little gems of wis
dom the newspapers fill up blank
space with.
By the way, what
school are you at?"
"Silly boy.
Why State U. of
course."

University Tailor
150 S. Main
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SHOP
Home Laundry
And Dry

We Deliver

CAIN'S

Cleaners

Phone 5734

MARCELLE

"A Complete Service"

POTATO CHIPS

166 West Wooater Street

331 No. Main St

Phone 2981

Sun., Mon. Nov. 20-21
A Technicolor Musical

"Oh, You
Beautiful Doll"
With June Haver and
Mark Stevens

Tue., Wed. Nov. 22-23
OPPORTUNITY CLUB
MEETS 2 DAYS

"Scene Of The
Crime"
With Van Johnson and
Arlene Dahl

MM
BAND MUSICAL

Woody Herman's
Orchestra

THEY MADE US FEEL GOOD.
BUT

WE

ARE

STILL

YOUR

FRIENDS.

1000 and ONE
TASTY, DELICIOUS FOODS
For Lunches, Midnight Snacks, Cocktail
Parties and just plain every day eating.
Largest selection of imported and domestic quality food
in any store between New York and Chicago. All moderately
priced.

DROP IN

Kosher Meats and Breads
Amazing selection of imported and domestic beverages
of all kinds. Served cold.

Caterers to Picnic, Fraternities, Sororities
and Private Parties

M CAMPUS MENS SHOP
On The Square
Jack and Mrs. Rice

PUNCHES OF ALL KINDS A SPECIALTY
Delivery Service
Open every day 10:00 a.m. to 12 p.m.

CHECK HERE FOR
YOUR SUPPLY
NEEDS....
• Lettering Pens
• Crow Quill Pens
• Shorthand Pencils
• Carter Cloth Markers
• Copying Pencils
• Turquoise Drawing Leads
and Holden
• Many other supplies and
Binders

PHONE 12791

Come In and Look Around

BEE GEE DELICATESSEN AND
CARRYOUT

Econ-O-Print Co.

115 Wast Marry Areas.

(Back of Post Office)
PHONE €061

W. Oak St

Gamma Phi Hat
Birthday Party

tl

IT'S ALL GREEK" Open Houf es Set
For Frosh Women

BEE GEE NEWS
Page 4

Newman's 'Harvest Moon'
Feature Of Social Weekend

BOBBIE HERBERT
BARBARA TOMEY
If you have been feeling a dull PHA TAU OMEGA's and the SIGEach sorority will hold an open
In celebration of tha 76th anni- sort of pain in your head due to MA NU'a, better known as "Blackversary of the sorority's founding, the over cramming for mid-semes foot Day," was brought to a cli- house from 7-9 p.m. this Friday.
Gamma Phi Beta held a coffee ters, why don't you ask the AL- max of events this past weekend. Panhellenic Council, will afford
Starting on Friday night both
GAMM's for a bit of advice
hour at the chapter house on PHA
as to how they passed their courses groups got together for a stag freshman women and upperclass
Thursday evening, Nor. 10. with such flying colorsTtt? Yes, party and on Saturday afternoon women an opportunity to become
Alumnae from Bowling Green and the annual ALPHA GAMMA they had the annual volley ball acquainted with members of soToledo were honored guests of DELTA "apple-polishing party" game in the circle in front of the rorities with whom they have not
for all the professors of the sorori- two fraternity houses. In the eve- as yet come in contact.
the active chapter.
ty girls was held from 4 to 6, ning they had a closed dance which
There will be no invitations (verThe evening was highlighted by Thursday. Each prof and student brought to an end the annual
An all-campus dance sponsored
bal or written) to this open house.
the cutting of the anniversary was presented with an apple which "Blackfoot" celebration.
by the Junior Chamber of ComAll
women
students
interested
in
cake and entertainment given by he or she polished until it really
Sue Walsh was chosen by the
glittered. You can guess who did THETA PHI's as their outstanding the various group arc welcome and merce is scheduled for Friday, Nov.
the active members.
the
best
job
of
polishing!Ill
18, from 9 to 12 in the Armory.
active
of the year at their Foun- should feel free to attend.
Mrs. James it. Bawldwin, OxDELTA GAMMA sorority der's Day Banquet on Nov. 6. In
The J a y C e e s have announced
ford, 0., and a former Toledo hadThe
birthday party in honor of order for this honor to be carried It is suggested that no longer through Student Senate that they
alumna, presided over the Dia- the asixth
birthday of Beta Mu with her forever, Sue was present- than 30 minutes be spent at any
mond Jubilee as the visiting prov- chapter. Jean
graduate as- ed a beautiful sorority bracelet. one house. A girl may go to as recognize a problem exists in recreince director.
On Wednesday sistant in the Smith,
ational facilities in the town. In
speech
afternoon, Nov. 0, a tea was given an after-dinner talk. dept., gave . The PI KAPPA ALPHA'S had many houses as she desires.
n effort to help alleviate the situaon
their
best
company
manners
in her honor and was attended by
tion the group will sponsor a series
It any of you were caught in an this past week while their national MOVIES
representatives of the other sororiThe all-campus movies for Nov. of dances if attendance warrants
embarrassing situation this week- secretary, Robert Lynn, was visitties.
18 and 19 will be shown in the
end by the DELT's, you know that ing the fraternity.
itFriday night they entertained with
Safely Bars Put
The ALPHA CHI OMEGA's en- Gate Theatre. There will be the
Admission at the door will be
a "Come-as-you-aru" party.
tertained at dinner the noted usual showings at 7 and 9.
60 cents a couple and 40 cents sinOver Windows
If you noticed the bulging walls speaker, Ely Culbertson, along ALUMNI MAGAZINE
gle. A JUKe tax, tables, and reof the SIGMA CHI lounge after with Miss Whittwer, Dr. and Mrs.
The alumni magazine should be freshments are part of the proBars were placed across the this weekend it is probably due to Platt, Dr. and Mrs. Steidtmann,
in the mail by next week, according gram. Prices for coke and sandwindows at the stair landings in the result of the record dance they and Mr. and Mrs. Abell.
the Ad, Bldg. this past week as held Friday night. Each couple
to William Miller, director of wiches will be normal. A charge
The
ALPHA
GAMM's
had
their
is necessary because of rental and
the result of a letter to the editor, brought one record in order to
serenade Tuesday night alumni relations.
costs of equipment. JayCee
submitcd by David Petersen telling increase the record collection of all-campus
while
the
ALPHA
TAU
OMEGA's
BAND
_
president Doug Bartley has promof the situation.
the fraternity.
serenaded Nancy Gibson who is
Mr. Petersen stated that the
Members of the band will pre- ised that the admission price will
A Legacy party was held by the finned to Vince Garbo.
be lowered aa soon as feasible. _
windows by being so low were a ALPHA XI DELTA'S in honor of
The pledge class officers of CHI sent their second annual Military
Students will be encouraged to
constant threat to anyone using Douglas Schwab, future pledge of ALPHA ace: Glenn Glaze, presi- Ball Friday, Nov. 18, in the PA
the stairs and as Buch should be SAE of 1967. There was enter- dent; Dick Gerding, vice presi- Bldg. The dance will be a closed attend the dance after movies
downtown or other affairs. Crowdcorrected before a catasthorphe oc- tainment and refreshments for the dent; Merle Adams, secretary; Joe formal.
ed conditions will be avoided sine'e
curred.
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON mem- Morgan, treasurer.
ney, secretary; and Steve Glary, that is one result of other dances
bers and for Mr. and Mrs. Schwab.
DELTA
TAU
DELTA
pledge
treasurer.
which students have protested
Bridge Players
Friday night the CHI OMEGA's officers are: Dick Wiasler, prexy;
Bill
Eckert,
vice
president;
John
and
their
dutes
spent
an
inexpenTo Meet Friday
sive evening at their house dancing Whitman, treasurer; and Don
Cook, secretary.
Faculty members interested in to records and playing cards.
GAMMA THETA NU pledges
In order to introduce the new
playing duplicate contract bridge
are invited to come to the Lnb THETA CHI pledges three repre- have elected as their officers for
School Gym Friday, Nov. 18, at 8 sentatives from each sorority at- the remainder of their pledge pertended an open house ut Ivy Hall. iod: Luther Wood, president; Al
p.m.
The rivalry between the AL- Jay, vice president; Larry KearThose who plan to attend are
asked to contact either John Coash,
of the Geology Dept. or Mrs. W. E.
DODGE : PLYMOUTH
Sales-Service
Steidtmann, telephone 12664.
FACTORY TRAINED MECHANICS
STUDENT BUSINESS ASSOC.
COMPLETE LUBRICATION
$1.00
Student Business Assoc. will
WE REPAIR AND SERVICE ALL MAKES OF CARS
meet tonight at 7 in the Student
Room of the Nest.
SEE OUR LARGE SELECTION OF
GUARANTEED
USED
CARS

Jaycees Hold
Dance Friday

GOEBEL MOTORS
Elbow Room
Hamburger Shop
112 W. Wooster St
Try Our Foot Long
Hot Dogs 20c

246 South Main St.

Phone 3061

Your Every Stationer
And Printing Wants Can
Be Filled At The

HOURS

Mon. thru Thurs.
7:00 a.m. - 12 p.m.

(Republican (Phtkb

Fit, Sat.
7:00 a.m. - 1:00 a.m.

one three four east wooster street

Sunday
9:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.

PROGRAMME PENCILS ARE
NOW AVAILABLE

Homemade Pies

Soups

Chili

Catering For Parties and Banquets
Dancing in the back room nightly

fcf

McmtMiHaUcrfftncnf
EVERY DAY!
Han's a •UUaetivsly dlffsrtai
welftBg gift ... a ■alcsna pair at
Carkaa Sterling Napkin Rinfi!
aWI fca Ml every day... sad W
«b*rts>ea ferererl

KLEVERS
Jewelry Store
121 No. Main St.

M*?f1

qtffljr

Yftot fritndt Moot *«d 1Up««t.
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Harvest Moon, sponsored by the
Newman Club, will be the weekend's featured dance, to be held
Saturday, Nov. 19, in the Women's
Bldg.
The music of Hal Caudill will
blend with the autumn theme of
black and white against a harvest
moon. Dolores Malachek \ social
chairman and Ed Staxier is head of
committees.
Friday night Kohl Hall will entertain their dates at a private
formal to be held in the Neat.
Shatzel Hall and North Dorm are
having a combination party in the
Commons. They expect to have
dancing, cards, gamea, and a floor
show as entertainment. The all
campus dance to be held Friday is
a disc dance given by the social
committee in the Women's Bldg.

B.AUP Meeting
Tomorrow Might
A meeting of the American Association of University Professors
will be held tomorrow at 7:30 p.m.
in Studio "B" in the PA Bldg.
"The Financial Picture of State
Universities in Ohio" will be discussed by Profs. John Gee, Lloyd
Helms, and Lewis Manhart.
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BG ln Between'

Eastern Here For Finale
by ED JENNINGS
Bowling Green's Falcon charges

Forming Grid Slate
A Yearly Headache
Spo.l Ml. BOSS1 Thi. Ii Ihe flis! 1B a series o| OIIICIH d.oling with 1h. (oolball
schedule probl.m exl.tlncj al Bowling Gr..D. Th» ..cond will be prlnl.d ne.l WNk,
by CHUCK ALBURY

The task of finding nine football opponents for Bowling
Green every fall sounds like an easy one but take it from Athletic Director Harold Anderson, it's a real headache.

will bring down the curtain on the
1949 grid season here Saturday
afternoon in the annual Dad's Day
contest.
They will don moleskins for the final time when they
play host to the Maroons of Eastern Kentucky.
The Kentucky eleven hasn't
looked too impressive so far this
season as they lost the opener
to Heidelberg, 19 to 7, and
dropped a 27 to 6 decision to a
strong Marshall crew. They

Bowling Green is what night I
be termed an "in between' uai- I weannn*BnBeBBneneeeeBeaeBneeaBeaieapa*H
erelty, too big to go around picking oa the little schools aad too
small for the upper crust of the
gridiron.
But even in our own classes the
difficulties are numerous.
First
comes the matter of getting
enough home games.
Obviously
the Falcons can't play their entire
schedule on the road, though it
would be much easier to get opponents that way.
The present sixe of our stadium
is a definite barrier to a more attractive home schedule. With temporary seats lining the field for
Homecoming and many standees,
the crowd was still below 7,000.
The larger schools are willing to
entertain BG in their own stadiums
but are reluctant to make a trip
here that would profit them little
because of our small seating capactiy.
On the other hand, some desirable opponents want to play
us only on a home and home
basis and we in turn don't wish
to make long return trips when
no natural rivalry exists to assure a large turnout.
It all
boils down to a case of everybody wanting to play at home
and no one wanting to play
away.
Another difficulty arises when
we seek games with teams who are
members of a conference.
They
have a certain number of playing
dates filled automatically and their
remaining open dates may not coUnder present conditions the Toledo game will be played annually
in the Glass Bowl since we couldn't
begin to accomodate the crowd that
wishes to see this contest.
(A
similar situation exists in basketball where we play our "home"
game with Toledo in the Sports
Arena because of the small seating
capacity1 of our gym.)
The nearness of the Class Bowl makes it
possible for many Bee Gee students
to attend and the game may almost
be considered a home one..

bounced back to hand Murray
State a 20 to 0 defeat but lost
the next contest to Wofford,
27 to 20.
The see-saw action continued by
Kentucky handing a trouncing to
Michigan Normal, 27 to 6, and
loosing a heartbreaker to Moorehead State, 27 to 26.
They tied
Evansville 7 to 7 and last week
played Western Kentucky.
Eastern Kentucky is located
at Richmond, Ky. and is a member of the Ohio Valley Conference. Their 1948 seasonal
record stood at
eight wins
against three setbacks.
BG's
last encoanter with the Maroon
and White was In 1949 when
they rolled over BG by a 48 to 0

Volley Bali 8eaton
Opens With 9 Oames
In IN League Play

HERE ARE the members of the Sigma Nu football team, 1949
champions of the Fraternity Intramural Football League. Back row,
left to righti Jack Peterson, Stan Gllliland, Larry Carley, Ken Sailor,
Don Borwerck, Red Bainbridge, and Jim Haley. Front row: Ed Shaeffer. Bill Stier, Bob Korn, Mark Garritson, and Al Delau.

Intramural volley ball tram.-,
both fraternity and independent,
opened play Monday night in the
gym.
Results: Independents — Chain
Gang defeated Rummies; Dixiecrats beat SPO, KP's defeated
Newman Club; and the Wildmen
trounced Delta Phi Beta.
Fraternities — Phi Delta over
Sigma Nu; SAE defeated Chi
Alpha; Kappa Sigs edged Pi Kappa
Alpha; Theta Chi nosed out ATO;
and Sigma Chi beat Gamma Theta
Nu.
There are two divisions in each
league. Games are scheduled on
Monday and Saturday nights in
the Men's Gym.

Sigma Nu, Independents Meet For Title
by GEORGE VAUBEL

downs.
Zbornik threw an aerial lower bracket playoff scores:
Rams 0
Banshees 0
Sigma Nu, fraternity intnimur- for the first and intercepted a KP
Browne 12
Owls 0
Wranglers 7
Newman B 0
al football champs, clash with tho pass for the second. Wheeler addWranglers 12
Browns 0
independent victors this afternoon ed the pni.it on a pass.
Smoes 1
Clowns 0
Rummies U
Newman A 12
for the all-campUB championship.
The KP's fought back. Bob
FINAL STAND1NCS
League 1
In the semi-finals of the inRadigan throwing a series of
dependent play-off.. East Hall
and Hut H came out on top.
Defensive
minded
East
Hall
turned aggressor to take the
high scoring; KP's into camp by
a 20-7 score. The winners had
only a safety scored against
them in six contests while the
power laden KP's had a IS
point-per-fame average going
into the contest.

passes.
The last two, to Max
Wakefield and Jack Saylor, netted seven points, but the scoring ended there.

w

KP's
Newman II
Rams . .
Wildmen
JBnehssi
Dlxtecrats
SPOs

In the other semi-windup, Hut
League II
II edged Castoffs, 8-7, in a closely
East Hall
fought overtime battle. The HutWranglers
stcr8 tallied in the first half as
Clowns .
Smoes
.
Bruce intercepted a pass and
Lee Riders .
skirted the sidelines to pay dirt.
DPB's
0
Slobbovians
Moxlcy's pass was good for the
After an evenly fought first point.
League in
Hul
H
5
period, a Zbornik to Wheeler pass
Casloffs .
5
In the 6nal period, Casto0's
netted a TD for East Hall. ZborOwls
3
Stoddard caught a long pass by
Browns
3
nik tossed another for the extra
Rummies
2
Ken Eagles for 6 point*. Eagles
point.
In the third quarter,' the
Nswman A
then ran end to the tying point
Sam's Raiders .
0
Mailmen scored two quick touchthat forced the tilt? into overFALCON FACTS—Tallest man
time.
By gaining the most
on the 1949 Bowling Green grid
ground in the extra period. Hut
H won the extra point and the
squad is All-Ohio end Bob Schnelcontest.
ker of Upper Sandusky, who stands
East Hall and Hut H met last 8' 8". Tho other extreme is halfnight after press time for the In- back Richie Pont of Canton, a 6'
dependent championship.
Other 6" sophomore.

Campus Watch Repair
526 E. Wooster St.
Between Hamblin Cleaners
and the
University Club
Opens November 16, 1949
PROMPT SERVICE

Same Day Service on Request

count.
They will depend on the speed of
their fast operating T-Formation.
Genito will do the signal calling
and will undoubtedly control the
aerial game for the visitors. Maroom coach, Tom Samuels, will
have a one-two punch in the persons of Ed Zoretic and Harry
Sweety.
These two outstanding
backs were the top scorers in that
conference last year. Also in the
lineup, and a constant threat to
BG will be Harold Kittrell, honorably mentioned at end in conference play last year.

Frosh Victimize
Michigan Normal

Photo by Coil Undqule!
FRANK KILGORE, above,
■ophomoro cross country ace, set
• new BG course record Friday.
Time: 21.43.

• * •

For First Win
by JIM DUERK
Ramming their way to four
touchdowns in tho second half, the
Bowling Green fieshman griddcrs
emerged 33-IS victors over the
Michigan Normal yearlings here
last Friday.
Forced to overcome a 13-7
halftime deficit, the young Falcons roamed almost at will in
the second half, led by the running of Fred Durig and Bob
Gwln, and the passing of Norm
Decker.
Coach Bruce Bellard's eleven
drew first blood in the opening
quarter when Hob Harris scored
on a five-yard jaunt soon after BG
had recovered a fumble on tho
Michigan 28.
Bob Smith kicked
the first of three conversions?
Hut, the Michigunders roared
back with two touchdowns on aerials from Paige to Huffman and
Arnet, grabbing a 13-7 leud at the
half.
Midway through the third
period, Bee Gee's Gwin scooted
65 yards on a quick-opening
play for the second
Falcon
score.
Smith's conversion gave
BC a 14-13 lead it never relinquished.
Durig accounted for the next
two tallies on plunges from the
one-foot and five-yard lines, both
in the final quarter. A Decker to
Bob Hallett aerial had set up one,
and an interception by Durig, the
other.
Another Decker aerial, this
time to Phil White, accounted
for the final Bee Gee marker,
just two minutes before the
final gun.
Bee Gee's hard charging line
failed only once. Safetyman Jim
Cotter took a punt on his own goal
line in the fourth quarter and
swiveled 06 yards to the Michigan
36, being denied a TD only by a
missed block.

IM Net Champs
Independent inlr a m u r a I
tennis championship was won
by tho International...
Tho
DixircraU were defeated in
the playoff* for the title.
Rummiei took second place
honors by downing; the A'a.

Thinclads Close
Dual Meet Year
With 15-45 Win
by BILLCREENHILL
Bee Gee's cross country team
won its last dual meet of the season Friday by trouncing the harriers from John Carroll, 15-46.
Led by sophomore star, Frank
Kilgore, who broke the course
record, finishing first in a time
of 21:43, the Falcon thinclads
followed with Bob Mickits, who
also broke the record with a
time of 21:44, Lee Pate, Bob
Weaver, and Bruce Oliver.
The John Carroll meet wound
up tho Falcon cross country dual
competition, but two major meets
remain. Looking over tho record
for the past season we sec that
Couch Matthews'
runners won
meets from Toledo, Albion, Hillsdale, Baldwin-Wallace, Ohio Wesleyan, Toledo (again) and John
Carroll.
Wayne University and
and Michigan Normal proved to,
be too much for the Falcon runners.
Coming up in the next few
weeks will be tho Central Colle.
giate Meet at Ypsilanti, Michigan where Michigan Normal will
be hosts to teams such as Notre
Dame, Loyola of Chicago, Mar.
quette, and Detroit University.
BG's harriers finished third in
this meet last year and Coach
Dave Matthews thinks his men
can do just as well this year.
Nov. 28, Michigan State will be
hosts to the National Collegiate
Meet at Ease Lansing, where teams
from the Big Ten and mnny independents will be vying for honors.

Officials Meet
The first meeting of the Bowling
Green Baskctbull Officials Assoc.
will be held Thursday at 7:30 p.m.
in Room 103 in the Men's Gym.
All registered basketball officials
and those anticipating taking the
basketball examination are welcome.
Jack Kinney will conduct
the session, explaining all new
rules.
—

LONG'S CLEANERS
BARGAINS GALORE!

Phone 14392

228 N. Main

LEITMAN'S CLEARANCE

You'll be amazed... how
fresh the colon come out
... how soft die ftd of die
fabric* ... bow we get out
even stubborn spots. You
see, our process Includes the
latest in scientific discovery.

We Operate Our Own Plant

SAVINGS TO 50%
JACKETS, SLACKS, HOSE, SWEATERS
Many other items

School Lunch Special

BATTERIES, TIRES AND ACCESSORIES

Save
20c

30c

Regular
50c Lunch!

LUBRICATION . . . QUICK BATTERY
CHARGING . . . TIRB REPAIRING AND
MOTOR TUN EUP.

This coupon and 30c good
for one school lunch special.
(Good only on Wednesday,
November 16).

• Colors like
• Odorless
• Spots gee*

I

MENU: Hamburger Steak or Fried Haddock, Mashed Potatoes and Gravy, Cole Slaw,
Bread and Butter.

HOLLAND SNACK BAR

GET YOUR ANTI-FREEZE HERE
Zerone and Zerex, the best
that money can buy .

ALDRICH
Phone 5001

.

SERVICE
435 East Wooster St

Falcons Top Raiders; Women's Swim Team
Plays Host To Ontario

Woodland Hits Mile
by CHUCK ALBURY
Eafly in the third period at Alliance Saturday, Jack Woodland
took a pitchout, cut out around
right and and rambled 81 yards
before the Ht. Union safety man
pushed him out of bounds. The
clock was stopped with 11 minutes
and 20 seconds to go, marking exThere will be one slight change
actly the moment when Jack
passed the mile mark in his long in ticket distribution for the home
and successful drire over the basketball games this year, acchalklines of gridirons in Ohio and cording to Don Cunningham, publicity director.
neighboring states.
Previously, tickets have been
3y the final gun, the burly
put on sale in a block, and have
fullback had picked up 82 yards
been permitted to be sold out in
in 11 carles, helping Bowling
one day, or two, or until all the
Green even her season mark at
tickets have been sold out. This
four wins and a like number of
year, the tickets will be put on
losses with a 36-7 victory over
sale in a definite number each
the Purple Raiders.
The Falcons scored the first of the two or three days before
time they went on the offensive, the game, so that the acquisition
moving 62 yards in just five plays. of tickets by the students will be
Mel Angenstein snaked the last fairer.
dozen yards with only a third of
Other than this, there are no
the initial quarter gone. Bob Ma- changes from the first come, first
son made the first of five perfect serve basis of last year. Students
placekicks.
will be allotted 2,200 seats, which
Four minutes later BG spread are available with the presentation
out out 67 yards over seven plays, of your Ac Card and a 10-cent
Augenstein again scooting into service fee at the Ticket Office in
the end tone, this time from the the Men's Gymnasium. Two hun16.
dred scats are available to faculty
Rod Lash and Don Frail members, and 60 seats arc availteamed up on a 13-yard pass able for administrative officials and
play to give Bowling Green her pass-holders.
third touchdown of the quarter
The remainder of the seats
and a 21-0 lead that held up till
are being sold as season ticket
halftime. Ml. Union could adseats. These are now open for
vance no farther than the Falapplication at the Men's Gymcon 27 in the first half.
n a • i u in. They will sell for
Nap Bell climaxed a 70 yard $16.60, and will be good for 13
Mount Union drive by bulling over home games, 11 nights of basfrom the six lato in the third per- ketball.
iod and when Lew Wright leftCunningham also announced
footed the ball through the up- that during Christmas holidays,
rights, BG's lead had been reduced since most of the student body will
to a pair of touchdowns.
bo at home, more seats will be
Coming to life again, the made available for the general pubFelcons iced the contest by turn- lic desiring to see the home games
ing a pair of fourth quarter during that time. These games are
breaks into quick scores. After Loyola of LOB Angeles, George
Raider signal caller Bill Krochta Pcpperdinc, and Brigham Young.
fumbled away the pigskin on his
A penalty let the hull
own 40, Lash passed long to Bob ion 31.
Schnelker and the big end es- hack to the 3D where Bex Simonds
■•rood
in
and threw two strikes,
corted the leather over the goal.
With the time running out, the first to l'ete Schmidt on the
Harry GelU's kick was blocked, 15 and the second to Augenstein
Dick Owens recovering on the Un- in the end zone.

Bowling Green will have its first
chance to see the women's swimming; team in action this Saturday
at 7:30 p.m. in the Natatorium.
The visiting team will be Western

Change It Made
In Basketball
Ticket Polity

JOAN WICKES

Bowling Statistics
w

SAE
18
Delta Tail Delia
14
Sigma Nu
13
Alpha Tail Omaga
12
PI Thala .
10
II
Thola Chi
I
j
Kappa Sigma
6
13
7
I
Pi Kappa Alpha
5
4
Bola Sigma .
4
14
9
Sigma Chi
3
IS
High Individual gams: Jonas
lATO)^232
High Individual series: Apol
ISA E)—572
High Taain gama: SAE—928
High Team tonot: SAE—2959

Centre Drug
Store
Walgreen Agency
Films,
Cameras,
Toiletries, Supplies,
Stationery
"The Drug Store on
The Square"

All-Campus
Jaycee Dance

Rader Riding
Academy

At Bowling Green
Armory

South College Drive
and 9th Street

Armory : Bowling
Green
Riding and Driving
Horses for Rent . . .
$1 per hour Saddle
Horse.

Admission 60c couple
Dance to all the famous bands on the Juke
Box

Mel's
University Barber Shop
If you are a stranger to me,
Don't feel that way.

Pit.
24
19
IB
IS
14
9

Make yourself at

home.

Next to Hamblin's

BETTER FOOD FOR
LESS MONEY
ASK THE GUY WHO EATS HERE

PEYTON'S RESTAURANT
115 East Court St.
Ofrnjle I**. Uwrr a Mrai Tot«cro Co.

Ontario University.
This invitational dual swimming meet, the first of its kind
to be held on this campus, will
be a combination of synchronised events and spaed events.
Of particular interest will be
Miss June Taylor, one of the
Canadian swimmers, who will
present the solo that won her
the International Solo championship of the world.
Swimming- for Bowling Green in
the speed events will be: Trudy Albinger, Sally Buck, Terry Kober,
Nancy Kompart, Dorothy McLean,
Jerry Meixner, Pat Smithemen,
and Joan Wickes (captain). In
the synchronized event* will be:
Joyce Bittkofer, Marge Herge,
Norma Herge, Marie Kenney,
Joyce McCreery, and Pat Winn.
The public is invited and there
will be no admission charge.

Pep Rallies Planned
A pep rally on the steps of the
Ad Bldg. at 6:30 will be sponsored by the Boosters Club Friday
night in preparation for the Dad's
Day tilt Saturday afternoon.
A combined winter sports pep
rally will also be held on Dec. 1.

For Service and
Quality
Come to
150 So. Main
Next to Wards

University
Cleaners

W-diMMdar. NoY-mbe* 16. 1949

BEE GEE NEWS
PacjwB

gpa*U 9n SUotU
by JO SCHIERMYER
Two tentative hockey teams selected to play Saturday morning,
are as follows: Bowling Green vs.
Lake Erie, at 10 a.m. Sally Seith,
left wing; Ruth Davis, left inner;
Jean MacGlathery, center forward; Betty Thomas, right inner;
Barbara Prank, right wing; Nancy
Terry, left halfback; Mary Lou
Kiefer, center halfback; Barbara
Ducharme, right halfback; Jean
Wertz and Pat Walther, left fullback; Trois Woods, right fullback;
and Bonnie Grismore, goalkeeper.
For the Bowling Green-Michigan Normal game at 0:30 a.m.
Anne Huston and Lillian Rossow,
left wing; Betty Verduin, left inner; Shirley Murray, center forward; Jean Mercer, right inner;
Barbara Bottenus, right wing;
Ann Sullivan and Sybil Bragg,
left halfback; Mary Chilton, center halfback; Marion McCullough
and Georgia Wolf, right halfback;
Margaret Chandeler and Virginia
Stall, left halfback; Marilyn Mellinger and Joyce McCreery, right
fullback; and Doris Phillips, goalkeeper.

*

*

*

All-Star Soccer Teams will
play tonight at 4 p.m. In case
of rain the game will be played
Monday.
For the Brown
team—Sally Seith, rW| Arlenr
Jackson, ri; Barbara Frank, cf|

Take your car to your
dependable Hudson
dealer

Bessie Albano, li; Aan Hasten,
lw; Mary Chilton, rh| Asia Ruetell, ch; Phyllis Jones, Ik; Bar'
bare Ducharme, rfj Belva
Daum, If; and Margaret Chandler, g. The subs are Judy Patrick, Nancy Schenk, and Mary
Lou KiefcTer.

¥ * +
For the Orange Team-Helen
Erev, rw; Lois Conrad, ri; Bonnie
Nichols, ef; Pat Walther, li; Barbara Bottenus, li; Beverly Fenner,
rh; Tr.iis Woods, ch; Ada Gustaveson, Ih; Thelma Gchres, rf; Margaret Reber, If; and Kay Fiaher, g.
Subs are Nancy Tank and Pat
Wallace.

* ¥

*

¥ *

¥

WRA Board
held tonight at
206. This is an
ing to complete
Day.

Meeting will be
7 p.m. in Room
important meetplans for Sports

The Hockey Ail-Star game will
be played tomorrow at 4 pjn.
Come cheer your team to victory!
Spectators are welcome to aee a
combination of synchronized swimming and speed events this Saturday at 7:30. The Swan Club and
the Women's Swimming Team will
be hostesses to the mermaids from
the University of Western Ontario in an invitational dual swimming meet in the Natatorium.

Whitehouse
Hamburger Shop
Open 24 hours

Carnicom-Dotts

